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Market Update : 

 

DJIA:                  12422 

S&P 500:             1289 

Nasdaq:               2705 

 

10YR T-Note:        1.92% 

 

EUR/USD:             1.26 

VIX:                     21.13 

 

Gold:                    1642 

Crude Oil:           101.81 

Prices Current as of 12:30 PM 

Source: CNBC 

Comment – Barron’s reproduced part of last Wednesday’s Daily Market Notes 

(January 4th) in this week’s issue, dated January 9, 2012 in their “Market 

Watch” section on page 24.      

  

Whew!  Yesterday’s strong market performance, the fifth advance for the S&P 

out of the first six days of 2012, was initially attributed to the “strong” results 

from beaten-down AA, the traditional Dow leadoff batter to report its quarterly 

earnings. Let us remember that this is a stock that has lost 80% of its value 

from its 2007 high and trades in the single-digits. Never mind that they 

reported their first quarterly loss since 2Q of 2009, but let it be noted that 

revenues were ahead by a rousing 6% and the company predicted that 

aluminum demand will increase by 7% this year. For some reason, this got 

both the industrial and precious metals all excited to the upside and as a result 

the shares of industrial, material and resource stocks put in strong 

performances.  

 

But reality got in the way of the initial enthusiasm over this stock, and after an 

initial bounce higher, it ended the day unchanged, which meant that the overly 

excited buyers of both the 10 calls and 9 puts for this Friday’s options 

expiration will probably be left holding the bag, so to speak, with worthless 

merchandise on their hands, as both of these strike prices lost virtually their 

entire value in one unmerciful day for them. 

 

So when the AA “explanation” for yesterday’s nice market gains went kaput, 

another rationale had to be trotted out, and this one was even more bizarre 

than the first one. And this “explanation” went as follows – since China 

reported that both its imports and exports declined to a two-year low, this is 

now bullish for world markets because it means that the Chinese government 

will now undergo an easing monetary policy. Adding to the “validity” of this 

so-called explanation was that the Chinese stock market underwent its best 

three-day performance since October 2010, after having lost 63% from its 2007 

high.  
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The Dow reached its best level with a 122 gain at 10am, then dipped to its low 

of the day with a 53 point advance at 1:15pm before ending 70 points higher. 

Breadth numbers were solid at a 3 to 1 ratio. One concern is the fact that the 

VIX declined down to 20.64 and this is relative to an S&P close at 1292. The last 

time that the S&P was this high was on July 29th, at which time the VIX was 

25.25, right before the first-ever downgrade of the U.S. credit rating by 

Standard & Poor’s, which was partly responsible for the August and 

September market meltdown. Not that something of this nature is going to 

happen this time, but the point is that the VIX is now 4.61 points lower with the 

S&P at the same level. One can argue that this shows the market has been less 

volatile lately than it was at that time, but also it was very calm during the 

month of July as well, before all of the havoc presented itself at the start of 

August. But the real significance of this low level of the VIX relative to where 

the S&P is now is that the lower the VIX goes, the upside potential of the stock 

market lessens, as the VIX cannot go below 10. This does not mean that stocks 

cannot continue to rise from current levels, but they cannot rise as much as 

they could if the VIX was higher. 

 

In other outside markets, the price of crude oil continued its merry recent 

journey higher on those Iranian concerns, but it did seem to find resistance for 

the third time this year over the $103 a barrel level. The recently beaten-down 

Euro also found some support and rallied back up to 1.2800 which 

corresponded to the time when the Dow reached its high as well, and both of 

these items finished below those best levels as well. The reasons for the better 

tone to the common currency were “explained” by the following, for whatever 

they are worth - French industrial output rose in November, and the following 

one took the cake: there was a “successful” Austrian bond sale despite that 

country’s “exposure” to neighboring Hungary, and this sounded like a history 

lesson in school about the causes of World War I (you know, the old Austro-

Hungarian Empire intrigues). In addition, the markets got a bit optimistic on the 

planned meeting between German Chancellor Merkel and the head of the I.M.F 

for the purpose of implementing a Greek debt swap.  
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Of course, ignored in all of the euphoria was the fact that E.U. lenders now 

have record high overnight deposits at the E.C.N., which they would prefer to 

do at very low interest rates instead of using these funds for lending purposes. 

 

After reaching five-month highs yesterday, things are taking a bit of a breather 

today, and once again the Euro is being cast as the villain, declining back to 

under 1.2700, which now matches the recent low for the move. As opposed to 

yesterday’s supposed “good” news from that part of the world, we now have 

the “bad” news today which includes the following: Germany’s economy 

shrank in 4Q from Q3 and will continue to decline in 1Q of 2012, according to 

their government statistics office, there are new rumors of a possible 

downgrade of the French credit rating, and this story has been around for a 

long time and finally, G.D.P. for the entire Euro region will decline by 0.2% in 

1Q following a decline of 0.3% in 4Q of 2011.  

 

In addition, all eyes will turn to Spain and Italy in the next two days, as the 

former will auction $5 billion Euros of bonds tomorrow and the latter will be 

selling $12 billion Euros of bills tomorrow and $4.75 billion Euros worth of 

bonds in the next two days. And for good measure, the yield on the Greek two-

year note declined down to 167%. Finally, since we are obsessed with Europe 

once again, Chancellor Merkel said that Germany is prepared to contribute 

more upfront capital to the permanent European rescue effort and that the 

E.C.B. will help advise the temporary bailout fund.  

 

The Dow is currently lower by 41 points while the Nasdaq is ahead by 2 as this 

is being written. Breadth numbers are about even and the VIX is higher by what 

it should be relative to the Dow decline, up by .41. Energy stocks are weak 

today as crude oil is lower and those financial stocks, the best performers this 

year so far, continue to move higher in order to make up for their disgraceful 

performance in 2011. Otherwise, the next event which could move the market 

one way or the other is the 2pm release of the Fed Beige Book, and how many 

times does the market ever rally on what they have to say? 
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Economic reports this week finish with: Thursday – December retail sales, 

weekly jobless claims, November business inventories; Friday – November 

trade deficit, January preliminary U. of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Survey.   

 

On Friday we hear from the second Dow components to report this week, 

namely JPM. 

 

The S&P trades at 11 times projected 2012 earnings of $108, which could bring 

a measure of support to stocks. Earnings were $85 in 2010 and are projected to 

be $99 for 2011, according to the analysts who follow these companies. The 

average P/E multiple for the S&P going back to 1954 has been 16.2. Since 2006, 

the average P/E multiple has been 14.7 

 

For all of 2010, earnings increased by +38%, which was the most since 1995. 

For the first three-quarters of 2011, earnings gained +17% as reported by 

Bloomberg Financial and the 16% overall projected gain for 2011 would be the 

largest two-year advance since the period ended in 1995. Fourth-quarter 

earnings are projected to rise by 6%. The highest ever earnings for the S&P in 

one year so far took place in 2006, at $88. For 2012, earnings are still projected 

to be $108 for the S&P.  

  

After four consecutive quarters of negative G.D.P. growth, we now have nine 

consecutive quarters of positive growth, starting with the third-quarter of 2009, 

every quarter in 2010 and the first three quarters of this year, although these 

numbers are weaker than earlier estimates, according to the Commerce 

Department.  For all of 2010, G.D.P. rose at a 3% rate, which was the highest 

since 2006 after a worse than originally estimated decline of 3.5% in 2009 and 

an overall decline of 0.3% in 2008. For 2011, the prediction is now for G.D.P. 

growth of 1.6% and it is 2.6% in 2012, although estimates for this number vary 

widely and are constantly changing.  

  

Donald M. Selkin 
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Don Selkin is the Chief Market Strategist at National Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC, (NSC) 

and provides the Fair Value analysis for CNBC each morning.  The commentary provided in this Market 

Letter is intended to provide our customers with timely market analysis and should not be considered a 

research report.  This Market Letter may contain, and is limited to: Discussions of broad based indices; 

Commentaries on economic, political or market conditions; Technical analyses concerning the demand and 

supply for a sector, index or industry based in trading volume and price; Statistical summaries of multiple 

companies’ financial data, including listings of current ratings; and, Recommendations regarding increasing 

or decreasing holdings in particular industries or securities.  This Market Letter does not make a financial 

or investment recommendation or otherwise promotes a product or service of the firm.   This Market Letter 

contains only news, facts, and commentary on information previously reported from a news source 

believed to be accurate and reliable by the author.  These news sources include the following:  {Bloomberg 

Financial, Reuters, Associated Press}. It is possible that at any given point in time, the author, NSC, or one 

or more of its employees or registered individuals associated with NSC, may hold a position, either long, or 

short, as well as options, bonds, or other instruments in the companies noted in this report.  This Market 

Letter is intended strictly for current National Securities Corporation customers only.  
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